Reports and insights providing comprehensive overview of the North American shale industry

Shale Trends Report
Monthly report on key trends and developments in the North American tight oil and shale gas plays
- Analysis of productivity metrics for drilling, completion, fracking market, well productivity and well economics
- Short-term activity review including permits, rigs and DUCs metrics
- Mid-term projections on production, spending and valuation
- M&A activity overview
- Monthly deep dive into selected topics including overview of private operators and cash flow analysis

Shale Play Reports
Comprehensive qualitative deep dive into play level activity
- Executive summary
- Overview of geology and play prospectivity
- Maps overview with operator acreage positions, drilling activity and well performance
- Historical activity overview and analysis of latest trends on spudded wells and production
- Operator benchmarking by drilling, completions, well economics, well curves, well parameters
- Medium-term forecast on production, spending, cost of supply and valuation

Shale Commentaries
Frequent commentaries on shale industry news and trends
- Analysis of significant M&A transactions
- Financial analysis of the shale market
- Direct access to the shale analyst team

www.rystadenergy.com